Improve Patient Relations, Increase Production, and Boost Practice Performance

Do you want more time to focus on your patients,
your practice, and your performance? Just Dentifi It!
Dentifi is Trojan's response to dental professionals frustrated by wasted time and production caused by having to
track down patient benefits and eligibility information during an already full day of activities. By combining automation
with hands-on service, Dentifi helps front office staff reduce the amount of time lost compiling information.
Making manual data entry a thing of the past, Trojan Professional Services is dedicated to delivering tools that
populate the coverage tables of most practice management software systems. Link a Trojan Benefit Plan with a few
clicks and you’re ready to present a treatment plan and generate an insurance claim, recapturing lost time so you
can tend to all those more important things. What’s more, if you don’t see the Trojan plan that meets your needs,
you can ask Trojan to research your patient’s benefits for you. Take a look at the matrix on the back to see which
Dentifi application works best for your practice.*

Pick one of the following areas you find yourself scrambling to find time to do:
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Working unscheduled treatment plan reports
Working past due hygiene reports
Insurance tracking
Collections
Other _________________________

Once you’ve identified the area where you could use help, give us a call to learn how to Dentifi it!

How it works:
Patient appointments are AUTOMATICALLY gathered, then electronically routed to the
appropriate carrier. Carrier responses are captured and displayed in a standardized
easy-to-read format with much of the same information staff would obtain if doing the work
themselves, but THIS IS DONE AUTOMATICALLY prior to your patient’s appointment!
Dentifi turns your COST into your PROFIT:
• Create more time to spend with patients.
• Drastically reduce time calling carriers
or going online for eligibility and benefits.
• Drastically reduce time visiting
multiple websites or waiting for faxes.
• Increase claim acceptance and avoid
payment delays by using the right information the first time.
• Get up-to-date coverage, i.e. individual waiting periods, plan max, remaining max, and
deductibles.
• Increase treatment plan acceptance and build trust by presenting clinical, financial,
and insurance coverage at one sitting.
• Have more time to increase patient reactivation.
Using Dentifi saves you time…period. It allows your staff the opportunity to redirect more
of their precious hours toward activities that actually generate production dollars!

Contact us today and learn how Dentifi can
help you save time and increase production.
Download our case studies at www.trojanonline.com/BenefitServices.html

800.451.9723 ext. 3
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Prepare Patient Insurance Benefits in Advance
Rather than wait for the patient to inform you the carrier has changed, be proactive not
reactive.
Process Eligibility Automatically
Each day, as patients are added to the schedule, their information will be automatically
submitted to the respective carrier, and the carrier eligibility response (along with fax if
provided by carrier) will be returned and displayed next to your patients name in the Dentifi
program.
Attempt to Match a Dentifi Plan for You
Using the carrier's eligibility response and your patient's information, your Dentifi support team
will attempt to match a Dentifi insurance benefit plan to your patient. If matched, the Dentifi
plan will be displayed alongside the eligibility response in your personal Dentifi account.
Update Patient Files With Plan Benefits Automatically
With a click of a button, the patient file you select will update the insurance table of the patient
file with the pertinent insurance benefit information so you can prepare a treatment plan and
insurance claim.
It’s That Easy!
Plus, any time you want to search or download a plan from your Dentifi plans, it will be
accessible 24/7 from your account at www.dentifi.com. With Dentifi, you simply push a
button and check that task off your to-do list. Once that button is selected, a team of qualified
dental benefit experts will jump into action to get that remaining information for you. It's truly
the best of both worlds. The simplicity of automation and the security of helping hands to fill in
the gaps.
“I love Dentifi. It’s so much easier than calling individual insurance companies in order
to get copies of benefits. Instead of spending two to three hours each day calling, I’m
able to process the entire week in one day. Thanks Dentifi for making things so much
easier and cutting down the time I spend on the phone.”
- Angelica Zarazua, Administration Assistant

800.451.9723 ext. 3
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Dentrix
11

Dentrix
G4-G6

Easy Dental
2010

Eaglesoft
V.15-17

Open Dental
12.4+

Softdent
11.0+

- Automated Export of Appointments
- Automated Eligibility
- Trojan Benefit Plan Matching
- On Demand Carrier Faxes
- Request Trojan Benefit Plans
- Link Trojan Benefit Plans to
Update Coverage Tables

Dentifi Vendor Matrix 20161003

- Web Updates of Trojan Benefit Plans

- Automated Export of Appointments
- Automated Eligibility

Call today and learn how Dentifi can help you accomplish
the things you seem to never have enough time to do.
*Dentifi availability subject to location and practice management system. Call to see what services are available in your area.
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